BOB Sample Questions
After the BOB MC reads a question, the BOB team will have time to confer. They will then
submit their team’s answer by typing it into their team’s online answer sheet. The MC will make
it clear when it is time to submit final answers.
Please see the following examples of questions that have been asked in past BOB events.

Some questions may have only one answer:
● In Book Scavenger, Emily has just moved to San Francisco from what state? (New
Mexico)
● In Front Desk, what is Mrs. Matthew's job? (Librarian)
● “In the Mad Wolf's Daughter, how many days does Emerick tell Drest she has to save
her family? (Five)
● “In the Mad Wolf's Daughter Wimarca wore skulls of what animal on her necklace?”
(mouse)
● “In Nevermoor, what did each Morningtide party guest say before they jumped off the
roof with their umbrellas?” (Step Boldly)
● “In Scat, where was the class going on its field trip?” (Black Vine Swamp)
● In which book does the main character live only a few miles from Disneyland? (Front
Desk)
● Which book was written by Pablo Cartaya? (The Epic Fail of Arturo Zamora)

Some questions may have more than one possible answer:
● “In the Mad Wolf's Daughter, name one thing that Drest's father often puts in pottage?”
(Peas and fish are the two possible answers. A team would -and should- only name one)
● In the Mad Wolf's Daughter, name one of the plants Merewen says she would need to
heal Emerick? (Yarrow, thornapple, agrimony are all possible answers. A team would
-and should- only name one)

Some questions may require more than one answer (the MC will clearly state this in the
question):
● “In Nevermoor, the Skyfaced Clock marks the passing of the age through five periods name those five periods.” (Morningtide, Basking, Dwendelsun, Gloaming, Eventide - all
five needed for a correct answer)
● “In the Mad Wolf's Daughter, Wimarca wears a cloak made up of the skins of what three
animals?” (Fox, wolf, and boar - all three needed for a correct answer)
● “In Scat, what was the title of Duane's essay about pimples and how many pages long
was it?” ("The Curse of the Persistent Pimple", 508 pgs - both title and # needed for a
correct answer)

